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Summary

Distributed data-parallel processing systems like MapReduce, Spark, and Flink are

popular for analyzing large datasets using cluster resources. Resource management

systems like YARN or Mesos in turn allow multiple data-parallel processing jobs to

share cluster resources in temporary containers. Often, the containers do not iso-

late resource usage to achieve high degrees of overall resource utilization despite

overprovisioning and the often fluctuating utilization of specific jobs. However, some

combinations of jobs utilize resources better and interfere less with each other when

running on the same shared nodes than others. This article presents an approach for

improving the resource utilization and job throughput when scheduling recurring dis-

tributed data-parallel processing jobs in shared clusters. The approach is based on

reinforcement learning and a measure of co-location goodness to have cluster sched-

ulers learn over time which jobs are best executed together on shared resources. We

evaluated this approach over the last years with three prototype schedulers that build

on each other: Mary, Hugo, and Hugo*. For the evaluation we used exemplary Flink and

Spark jobs from different application domains and clusters of commodity nodes man-

aged by YARN. The results of these experiments show that our approach can increase

resource utilization and job throughput significantly.

K E Y W O R D S

cluster resource management, distributed data-parallel processing, job co-location,
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This is an extended discussion of the works we published at the Big Data Congress 20171 (https://doi.org/10.1109/BigDataCongress.2017.

28, © IEEE, 2017), in the STBD journal 4(1)2 (https://doi.org/10.29268/stbd.2017.4.1.3), and the ParaMo workshop at Euro-Par 20193 (to

appear, © Springer, 2019), presenting all our scheduler variants together in one article for the first time. In comparison to our previous publications,

we also added a new motivation and a comparison of the related work. We further thoroughly revised the material we used for all sections of this

article.

1 INTRODUCTION

Distributed data-parallel processing systems such as MapReduce,4 Spark,5 and Flink6 enable users to take advantage of clusters of machines for

the analysis of large datasets. These systems have become popular tools for workloads that range from data aggregation and search to relational
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queries, graph processing, and machine learning.7-9 Jobs from these diverse domains stress different resources, while the resource demands typ-

ically also fluctuate significantly over the runtime of jobs.2,10-12 Therefore, multiple jobs usually share cluster resources without isolation, so they

can benefit from statistical multiplexing.2,13,14 This is implemented by using resource management systems like YARN15 and Mesos,16 which allow

users to reserve fractions of cluster resources via the notion of containers, in which users then run one or multiple jobs using the frameworks of

their choice.

By default the resource management systems use simple scheduling methods such as round-robin, FIFO, greedy approaches, and other

reservation-based methods such as dominant-resource fairness,5,15-17 while low resource utilization remains a major problem in industry.14,18,19 One

reason for this is that it is hard to estimate the resource requirements of long-running distributed data processing jobs and users tend to overpro-

vision significantly.20-22 This has been addressed by many systems that allocate sets of resources automatically using models for the runtimes and

horizontal scaling of jobs.22-25 Yet, even with accurate estimates of resource requirements, the resource utilization of the jobs still fluctuates over

their often considerable runtimes. That is, few jobs utilize resources well for the entirety of their runtimes, making it beneficial to co-locate multiple

jobs onto shared resources, since the combined resource utilization of multiple co-located jobs often fluctuates less. Moreover, to further increase

resource utilization, one often-applied strategy is to oversubscribe resources to a certain extent when scheduling jobs onto cluster resources.26

However, since jobs differ considerably in which resources they stress and how much their resource utilization fluctuates, it can make a significant

difference in terms of overall resource utilization and makespan which specific combinations of jobs share resources. Therefore, schedulers should

actively co-locate those jobs that share resources efficiently. The benefits of such approaches have been demonstrated before with multiple sched-

ulers that explicitly take combined resource utilization and interference among co-located workloads into account11,18,27 or learn the impact of this

indirectly,28,29 taking advantage of the recurrence of a majority of jobs in industry workloads.21,26

In this article we present our approach to scheduling recurring distributed data-parallel processing jobs on shared cluster resources. To increase

server utilization, we select jobs for execution from the queue of submitted jobs that stress different resources than the jobs already running on the

nodes with available resources. For this, we take the resource utilization of and interference among co-located jobs into account. Furthermore, we

use reinforcement learning to continuously learn which combinations of jobs should be promoted or prevented. In particular, we use the Gradient

Bandits method for estimating the distribution of job co-location goodness. For this measure of co-location goodness we incorporate the CPU, disk,

and network utilization as well as I/O wait. We evaluated this approach over the last years with three prototype implementations that build on each

other. The first scheduler, which we call Mary, implements the reinforcement learning algorithm and measure of co-location goodness. The second

scheduler, which we call Hugo, builds on the first scheduler and adds offline grouping of jobs to provide a scheduling mechanism that efficiently

generalizes from specific monitored job combinations. The third scheduler, which we call Hugo*, further builds on the second variant and implements

bounded waiting, showing how additional scheduling requirements can be integrated. We implemented all our scheduler variants for YARN. We

used exemplary Flink as well as Spark jobs from different application domains to test their performances in terms of cluster resource utilization,

makespan, and waiting times.

Outline. The remainder of this article is structured as follows. Section 2 motivates our work with a problem analysis. Section 3 describes our

scheduling approach. Section 4 presents the three scheduler variants implementing our approach and our experiments. Section 5 summarizes the

related work. Section 6 concludes this paper.

2 MOTIVATION

In this section we motivate co-locating specific combinations of distributed data-parallel processing jobs onto shared resources. For this, we first

describe our experimental setup, before we present two experiments.

2.1 Cluster setup

All the experiments presented in this article were performed on a commodity cluster of 40 homogeneous servers with CPU Intel Quad-Core 3.30

GHz (8 logical cores), 16 GB RAM, 3 TB hard drive (RAID0 - 1TB x 3), and 1 GB Ethernet. All servers run CentOS 7 (kernel version 3.10.0).

We used the distributed dataflow frameworks Apache Spark and Apache Flink and a set of exemplary jobs from different application domains.

The applications and datasets have been selected to show utilization of different resources with runtimes of around 10 minutes. We used vari-

ants of the jobs we also used to evaluate our scheduler prototypes. The details of the Spark jobs are shown in Table 6. Of these, we used the jobs

Logistic Regression (LR), SVM, PageRank (PR), and TPC-H Query 3 (TPC-3) for our initial experiments. The Flink jobs are described in Table 4 and

we used K-Means, Connected Components (CC), and TPC-H Query 10 (TPC-10), yet altered configurations for the initial motivating experiments:

K-Means500
50

and K-Means500
70

run, respectively, 50 and 70 iterations to cluster 1.25⋅108 points using 500 centers, while K-Means1000
4

executes just

four iterations but analyzes 109 points with 1000 centers. CC3 and CC8 run respectively three and eight iterations of the algorithm on the entire

Twitter social graph dataset. TPC-10 processes 1 TB of generated data.
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We conducted the experiments on clusters of resources managed by Hadoop YARN, reading input data from and writing output data to a

co-located instance of HDFS. We used 1 core per container and allowed up to 8 containers per node. For the experiments with Apache Spark, we

used Hadoop version 2.8.5 and Spark version 2.4.0. For the experiments with Apache Flink, we used Hadoop version 2.7.2 and Flink version 1.0.0.

We report median runtimes out of five runs.

2.2 Resource usage of exemplary jobs

The resource usage of distributed data-parallel processing jobs is diverse. Some jobs are CPU-bound in a particular cluster environment, while others

are I/O-bound. Moreover, jobs often stress different resources over their often considerable runtimes.

To demonstrate the problem of underutilization of hardware resources for distributed dataflow jobs we ran Spark jobs on a Hadoop YARN

cluster consisting of 10 servers. We monitored the resource usage of each worker node separately in addition to the accumulated average resource

usage. Table 1 shows the averaged results, making apparent that the different jobs utilize different resources. For example, LR is high in CPU usage,

while PR is low. At the same time, LR does not utilize the disk a lot, while TPC-3 on the other hand is a disk-intensive job. Furthermore, from the

SD across nodes, we observe that the resource consumption also varies considerably between worker nodes. This already suggests that co-locating

workloads onto shared nodes based on their resource usage can improve the performance.

At the same time, the resource usage also fluctuates considerably over the runtime of jobs, which can be seen in Table 2. Over the runtime of the

jobs the resource utilization varies depending on the particular job. For example, we can see that the LR and the SVM jobs are negatively correlated.

That is, both jobs might make a good combination for co-location in terms of their CPU usage, as the CPU might then be utilized more constantly

over the runtime of the jobs.

For these reasons, jobs should be co-located, balancing resource usage over the different types of resources and also fluctuations across workers

and time.

2.3 Combined resource usage by job combinations

Since jobs differ in their resource consumption across multiple dimensions, the decision which jobs should be co-located onto shared resources is

important. To demonstrate this, we ran a set of Flink jobs on a cluster of 21 YARN worker nodes. First, we ran the jobs in isolation, placing all the

containers of each job onto 10 of the worker nodes. Then we ran the jobs again, but co-located the job with a second job, using the same num-

ber of containers, yet placing the containers of both jobs to share the resources of 20 worker nodes. The results of this experiment are shown

in Table 3.

Not all co-locations reduce job runtimes equally, suggesting that some combinations are more effective in terms of balancing resource usage

across the resource types, worker nodes, and job runtimes. For example, K-Means500
50

profits from the co-location with K-Means1000
4

, resulting in a

TA B L E 1 Average resource usage by node for multiple jobs (%)

Logistic Regression SVM Page Rank TPC-H Query 3

Job Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

CPU 24.87 16.93 15.96 4.29 4.95 5.15 26.79 1.26

Memory 46.01 6.53 51.05 4.19 28.23 7.8 49.93 0.81

Disk 3.45 8.60 4.14 7.29 0.37 0.13 33.25 2.19

Net 4.05 4.44 5.86 4.36 1.16 1.31 5.84 6.57

TA B L E 2 Average CPU resource usage by node for

multiple jobs over time (%)
Job 0-200 (seconds) 200-400 (seconds) 400-600 (seconds)

LR 17.16 26.19 30.91

SVM 25.24 17.01 6.51

PR 9.34 2.82 2.52

TPC-3 36.11 20.38 25.17
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Duration (seconds) with placement

Job Combinations Isolated Co-located Duration Comparison (%)

K-Means500
50

676 600 −11%

K-Means1000
4

783 691 −12%

TPC-10 625 608 −3%

TPC-10 625 621 −1%

K-Means500
70

919 893 −3%

CC8 858 830 −3%

K-Means1000
4

786 688 −12%

CC3 617 585 −5%

TA B L E 3 Co-location results when
scheduling jobs with more or less similar
resource usage onto shared cluster resources

reduced runtime of the jobs. Similar behavior is visible for K-Means1000
4

, when co-located with CC3, yet surprisingly this effect is a lot less pronounced

when co-locating K-Means500
70

and CC8. Co-locating disk-intensive jobs like the TPC-10 also seems to provide little benefit.

From these preliminary experiments, we conclude that co-locations matter significantly. They can increase the utilization of the resources and

decrease the overall duration for the execution of the jobs. However, the benefit depends significantly on the specific combinations.

3 APPROACH

This section describes our scheduling approach. The central idea is that it is often beneficial for resource utilization and throughput to co-locate jobs

that stress different resources. While some jobs interfere with each other as they compete for the same resource, others use different resources

and, therefore, complement each other when scheduled onto shared cluster resources. Therefore, to improve the utilization of cluster resources

and, thereby, reduce job runtimes, beneficial co-locations should be promoted and others prevented.

Since it is generally difficult to anticipate resource requirements of distributed data-parallel processing jobs, recurring jobs provide an opportu-

nity to learn how to schedule jobs efficiently onto shared resources. Information on the monitored co-location quality can then be used for training

a self-learning algorithm. Such an algorithm, which is called reinforcement learning algorithm, is used for our approach. There is no need to tell the

scheduler if a recurring job has changed or not. Changes in the behavior of recurring jobs, for example, due to modified input files or changed job

parameters, are automatically taken into account over time as the co-location goodness measure changes.

The problem of scheduling jobs based on possible co-locations can be expressed as follows: Given a set of running jobs, select which job should

be scheduled next from the queue. Our approach makes four simplifying assumptions: First, the servers of the cluster are homogeneous. Second, the

resources of a server are shared fairly among the jobs scheduled to it. Third, the current scheduling decision is assumed to have an impact on future

decisions. Fourth, individual jobs in the job queue are expected to be independent. Of these assumptions, the first two could be addressed by intro-

ducing weights. The third one is more difficult. Scheduling a job removes it from the queue. This can lead to less optimal co-locations later on, which

could have been partially or entirely avoided by previously scheduling a less optimal job. Taking this into account would introduce significantly more

complexity to the scheduling. The same goes for the fourth assumption.

Figure 1 depicts our approach of using reinforcement learning and monitoring of a measure of co-location goodness to learn over time

which jobs best share cluster resources. Whenever resources become available, the scheduler selects a new job to run on the cluster from a

queue of submitted jobs. For this, it uses a co-location preferences matrix that indicates which combinations of jobs have previously shared

resources well. These co-location preferences are updated periodically based on monitoring data on the jobs that currently share resources on the

cluster.

As the goal is to increase server utilization and thereby improve job throughput, a good co-location can be defined as one which utilizes the

available resources best. A naive approach would therefore be to sum the usage of the different resources. However, this overlooks that co-locations

which utilize resources well can also have negative effects, in particular interference. Consequently, the goodness measure needs to take this into

account as well and be a trade-off between the combined resource usage of and interference between jobs. The particular algorithm and measure

for co-location goodness we developed is presented in Section 4.1.

If we train a model for the goodness of job co-locations using monitoring data for job combinations that were actually executed on the cluster,

the scheduler has no insights into jobs that have not been executed yet. Reinforcement learning is a method that trains itself over time by computing

rewards for its decisions using a cost function. However, it is possible to make use of the similarity between a new job and jobs already seen on the

cluster to improve the learning efficiency and scalability of the scheduler. For example, a new job can be profiled and matched to a group of similar
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F I G U R E 1 Scheduling cluster jobs based on learned co-location preferences, resulting in the co-location of complementing jobs

jobs based on its resource usage, while the reinforcement learning-based scheduling algorithm then makes decisions based on job groups instead

of individual jobs. We explore this strategy in Section 4.2.

Typically, when scheduling cluster jobs in practice, there are more objectives and constraints than just improving the makespan by utilizing

resources better. In practice, jobs should, for instance, not be starved of resources indefinitely, but scheduled eventually. More generally, resources

should usually be assigned to users in a manner that is fair. We show how bounded waiting can be integrated into our scheduling approach in

Section 4.3.

4 CLUSTER SCHEDULING METHODS AND EXPERIMENTS

This section describes the three scheduler variants, in which we implemented our approach and different methods, each building upon and refining

the previous variant. The first scheduler, called Mary, incorporates gradient bandits and a specific cost function. This scheduler was extended to base

the scheduling decisions on groups of similar jobs in Hugo. A further extension Hugo* uses bounded waiting. The prototype implementations are

designed to work with the cluster resource manager YARN and can co-locate jobs of any framework that is supported by it, including MapReduce,

Spark, and Flink.

4.1 Mary: learning co-location decisions

Mary learns co-location decisions based on a measure of co-location goodness. The following sections describe this goodness measure, how to learn

on it, and the evaluation of this approach.

4.1.1 Rating the goodness of co-locations

As described in Section 3 the goal is to increase server utilization. Server utilization is defined as the utilization of the CPU, the

disks, and the network interfaces, whereas interference between jobs is represented by the I/O wait metric, which indicates how

long the CPU has to wait for I/O operations to complete. These metrics are grouped into two categories, I/O and CPU, and defined

as follows.

I/O (disk and network): The disk and network usage are defined by the number of bytes read r (respectively received) and written w (respectively

sent). The given values are normalized to the relative value with respect to previously defined maxima rmax and wmax, fixed by the physical limits of

the hardware. Those two metrics are aggregated in a non-linear way with the function h, defined as:

h(r,w) ∶= tanh

(
r

rmax
+ w

wmax

)
.

CPU: The CPU usage ucpu represents the percentage of used CPU. The CPU I/O wait metric uwait is used as indicator that computation power is lost.

So, it is used to weigh down the I/O utilization indicators hdisk and network hnet as they are only saturated. As a better co-location can certainly be

found, this I/O weight function is exponentially decreasing.
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Finally, the function f is used to favor high goodness. Put together, the goodness measure G is defined as:

G ∶= f
(

ucpu + (h(rdisk,wdisk) + h(rnet,wnet)) ⋅ l(uwait)
)
, (1)

where f(x) ∶= exp(1 + x) and l(x) ∶= exp(−5x).

4.1.2 Learning the goodness of co-locations

To learn the goodness of co-locations a reinforcement learning algorithm is used. In the simplified case with one application running and one appli-

cation to schedule, the problem can be reformulated as: Given the running application, select the application with which the co-location is the best, that

is, the one with the highest goodness measure, of the queue.

To achieve this, we learn probability distributions P(At = a|A = a′) that encode the probability of scheduling application a at time t given that a′

is already running. To obtain the distribution, we learn the preferences Ht(a|a′) and transform them into a probability distribution using the softmax

function

P(At = a|A = a′) ∶= 𝜋t(a|a′) = eHt(a|a′ )∑
b∈S eHt(b|a′ ) ,

where S is the set of all applications. We use the Gradient Bandits method to learn the preferences Ht(a|a′) for all applications a, a′ ∈ S. When a job a

is selected at time t while job a′ is already running, the preference is updated by

Ht+1(a|a′) = Ht(a|a′) + 𝛾(Gt − Gt)(1 − 𝜋t(a|a′)), (2)

while the preferences of the not selected jobs ā ≠ a are updated by

Ht+1(ā|a′) = Ht(ā|a′) − 𝛾(Gt − Gt)𝜋t(ā|a′), (3)

where 𝛾 is the step-size parameter and Gt the average of all previous goodness measures, including the goodness measure Gt at time t

as defined in Equation (1). The preferences are initialized with H0(a|a′) ∶= 0 for all a, a′ ∈ S resulting in a uniform distribution. The prefer-

ence updates occur periodically. At every update, the goodness measure is computed using the mean resource usage of the preceding time

period.

This approach tracks a nonstationary problem: As the job can have different data or parameters for each run, it is possible that its resource

usage changes and, therefore, the goodness of particular co-locations. The other advantage is that the choice of the scheduled application

is done based on probabilities, so compared to a greedy algorithm, a extremely bad co-location would have considerably less chances to

happen again.

4.1.3 Evaluation

We evaluated the approach and implementation of Mary with two workloads scheduled with both our algorithms and a FIFO scheduler that does

not change the queue order. The evaluation was done on 17 nodes of the cluster described in Section 2.1. Four different applications are used for the

evaluation of the co-location decisions, as shown in Table 4. Only pairwise co-locations are permitted and each job uses a quarter of all containers,

thus the four jobs can be scheduled simultaneously.

TA B L E 4 Jobs used to evaluate Mary

Job Data Arguments Abbreviation

K-Means (A) 1.25⋅108 points with 500 centers 30 iterations K-Means

Connected Components (B) First quarter of the Twitter social graph 12 iterations CC

TPC-H Query 10 (C) 500 GB of data generated with DBGEN — TPC-H10
500

TPC-H Query 3 (D) 250 GB of data generated with DBGEN — TPC-H3
250
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Two different job queues are constructed for the experiments. Both queues consists of 48 jobs and alternate I/O-bound appli-

cations (TPC-H Query 10 and TPC-H Query 3) and CPU-bound applications (CC and K-Means). They are constructed as follows:

(m×TPC-H10⊕m×K-Means⊕m×TPC-H3⊕m×CC)×n. Based on this construction, the two queues are defined as:

Queue 1 with n=3 and m=4: C C C C A A A A D D D D B B B B C C C C A A A A D D D D B B B B C C C C A A A A D D D D B B B B

Queue 2 with n=4 and m=3: C C C A A A D D D B B B C C C A A A D D D B B B C C C A A A D D D B B B C C C A A A D D D B B B

Scheduling Strategies

Three different scheduling algorithms are used three times with both queues. They differ in their management of the Queue as well as initialization,

and are defined as follows:

FIFO The queue is unchanged for comparison purposes.

Resource-aware The queue is modified according to the ideas described before to co-locate jobs based on their

resource usage patterns.

Resource-aware with previous knowledge Extension of the resource-aware scheduling approach by reusing the preferences learned from a

previous run to limit exploration and favor the exploitation phase.

The same placement strategy is used for all scheduling algorithms: At first, three containers of a job are scheduled to empty nodes. Then, after

containers have been placed on each node, nodes that still have available resources are picked at random to schedule another three containers of

a job. This way, we used six of the available eight slots of each node, assigning the same number of containers that host the applications' worker

processes to each node, while leaving space for the applications' master containers. The reason for this random selection strategy is that it is unlikely

that an application would be co-located with only one other application in a real-world scenario. Furthermore, it speeds up the algorithm's learning

as there are more different co-locations.

Results

Table 5 summarizes the performance of the three tested scheduling methods for both queues. It compares the median runtime of the baseline FIFO

algorithms against the resource-aware scheduling (RA) and resource-aware scheduling with previous knowledge (RA*) methods. It shows that both

resource-aware scheduling algorithms improve the execution time by 7% to 8% compared to the baseline for Queue 1. For Queue 2 there is no

improvement of the execution time.

Monitoring data from this evaluation show that the resource-aware scheduler creates a more even distribution of the resource usage

over time compared to the FIFO scheduler, where the resource usage alternates mainly between high CPU usage and high network

usage. For Queue 1 this effect is more pronounced and results in better overall resource usage and thus shorter runtime. For Queue 2 the resource

usage is already distributed quite evenly by the FIFO scheduler, as different jobs are scheduled together due to the job queue's characteristics.

While the resource-aware scheduler shows a more even resource usage distribution also for Queue 1, there is not enough room left for improve-

ment of the overall runtime. Details about this effect, including resource usage graphs for the different resources can be found in the original

publication about Mary.2

In conclusion, the resource-aware algorithms avoid bad co-locations, which are indicated by fully saturated disks and, therefore, lost compu-

tation power. I/O-intensive applications are in such cases co-located with CPU-intensive applications. Therefore, the algorithm seems especially

useful in cases where multiple similar applications are submitted in batches, while cases with a more mixed workload would benefit less from this

approach.

4.2 Hugo: Learning scheduling decisions on groups of jobs

Hugo extends Mary by aggregating jobs with similar resource usage patterns into groups and co-locating combinations of these groups. It uses

offline clustering and online reinforcement learning for efficient learning, scalability, and adaptation to changes in workloads. Using groups provides

increased scalability and induces less computation overhead for calculating the preference matrix, especially when the number of distinct jobs in a

TA B L E 5 Effect of the scheduler
on the duration of the experiments
with the Queues 1 and 2

Queue 1 Queue 2

Scheduling Duration (minutes) Change Duration (minutes) Change

FIFO 148.5 — 137.0 —

RA 138.5 7% 137.0 0%

RA∗ 136.5 8% 136.5 0%
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workload is high. In the following we describe the method of grouping jobs, learning good co-location of groups, and the evaluation of the scheduling

decisions by Hugo. More details about the calculation of the scheduling probabilities as well as the prototype implementation can be found in the

previous publication about Hugo.3

4.2.1 Grouping jobs based on resource metrics

Grouping of the jobs is the key idea of Hugo to ensure scalability and improve the learning efficiency of the scheduler, since it reduces the size of

the preference matrix to k groups. Using the existing job resource usage statistics for all previously executed jobs we group them into k groups.

Depending on the clustering method, and the job profiling information, the groups can have different meaning. For example, there could be groups

for jobs that predominantly stress the CPU, memory, disks, or network, while jobs of other groups could also exhibit mixed high usage of multiple

resources.

4.2.2 Learning to schedule job combinations

We learn the co-location goodness on the level of job groups. Therefore, our preference matrix contains a goodness measure for pairs of job groups.

The co-location goodness measure assesses how specific combinations of job groups utilize resources, using metrics that capture the resource

utilization and interference among co-located jobs. We use the same measure of co-location goodness and reinforcement learning algorithm as we

used for Mary.

4.2.3 Evaluation

We tested the Hugo scheduler with three experiments on a commodity cluster with various exemplary jobs. For this evaluation, 34 nodes of the

cluster discussed in Section 2.1 were used. In the following we describe the test workload and the experiments with the respective results.

Test workload

For simulating a mixed data processing workload, nine Spark analytic jobs are used throughout the experiment. The jobs and their datasets used for

benchmarking are shown in Table 6. For further reference each job is annotated by its own letter, while a number the annotated number denotes

the job's group. We grouped the jobs into six distinct groups by their utilization of CPU, disk, and memory, including groups of mixed utilization and

overall low resource utilization. The sizes of the input data are chosen so that the runtime of all jobs is similar and lasts approximately 10 minutes.

The jobs were chosen such that they cover different application domains like machine learning (A, D, E, F), graph processing (B, C), relational queries

(G), and text processing (H, I).

TA B L E 6 Jobs used to evaluate Hugo

ob (job, group) Data source Data parameters

K-Means (A, 1) KMeansDataGeneratora 100 000 000 points, 80 clusters

PageRank (B, 3) Graph Challenge datasetsb 46 656 000 edges, 2 174 640 vertices

Connected Components (C, 6) Graph Challenge datasetsb 38 880 000 edges, 1 812 200 vertices

Linear Regression (D, 1) LinearDataGeneratora 90 000 000 samples, 20 features per sample

Logistic Regression (E, 2) LogisticRegressionDataGeneratora 11 000 000 samples, 10 features per sample

SVM (F, 2) SVMDataGeneratora 70 000 000 samples, 10 features per sample

TPC-H Query 3 (G, 4) DBGENc 100 GB generated DB

Sort (H, 5) DBGENc 143 999 787 records

Word Count (I, 1) Wikipedia backup datad 53 GB text document

aFrom the org.apache.spark.mllib.util package
bGraph Challenge datasets provided by Amazon, https://graphchallenge.mit.edu/data-sets
cTPC-H benchmark suite, http://www.tpc.org/tpch/
dWikipedia database dump, https://dumps.wikimedia.org

http://org.apache.spark.mllib.util
https://graphchallenge.mit.edu/data-sets
http://www.tpc.org/tpch/
https://dumps.wikimedia.org
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Results

We conducted three experiments. Each experiment shows how our scheduler performs in a different scenario in comparison to the baseline

round-robin scheduler in terms of makespan and resource utilization. In the following we describe and motivate each of the experiments and present

the results.

Learning Phase. The aim of this experiment is to gain insights into how Hugo compares to the baseline round-robin scheduler when there is no

preference data available when the scheduler starts. That is, we start with an empty preference matrix. The algorithm then populates and updates

the preference matrix, continuously evaluating the resource usage of pairs of jobs. To speed up the learning process, the job queue contains a job

from each job group. The jobs are placed in a repeating pattern as follows: C B G A F H × 10.

Using the Hugo scheduler all queued jobs took 169 minutes 13 seconds to finish as opposed to the round-robin scheduler with

180 minutes 40 seconds, an improvement by 6.3%. This result indicates that using the Hugo scheduler is beneficial in comparison to

the round-robin scheduler, even without any prior preference data and therefore while training, when the workload contains periodically

recurring jobs.

Prior Preference Data. In the follow-up experiment, the preference matrix output from the first experiment is used as the input for the Hugo

scheduler. However, in this experiment we exchange some of the jobs in the queue with jobs that did not appear in the queue of the previous exper-

iment. This way, we want to evaluate how well the grouping of our scheduler generalizes to unseen jobs. The jobs are placed in a repeating pattern

as follows: D E B C H G I × 5.

The Hugo scheduler again yields a faster running time: 114 minutes 49 seconds compared to the running time of the round-robin scheduler of

128 minutes 17 seconds. It thus produces a schedule that needs 10.5% less time to finish all jobs. Considering the job queue in this experiment has

the same diversity of job groups as in the first experiment, the result suggests that the improvement is due to the prior knowledge of preferences

between job groups. Also, the result indicates that it is possible to have beneficial co-location of new jobs on the basis of the calculated co-location

goodness of previously executed similar jobs.

Randomized Queues. In this experiment, we included all nine dataflow jobs. The output preference matrix from the previous experiment is used

as input preference data for Hugo in this experiment. With this experiment we want to gain insights into how our scheduler behaves with a more

realistic queue as opposed to the manually created queues of the previous experiments. For this, we generated the following two randomized job

queues:

Queue 3: C B B E A E E B I H H C B I H C E G F F A F C I G D A G I C G A F F D E G D A I D B H D H

Queue 4: E I A B C H G C A H E G C B F F G D B A C G D D H F I G C D B A F I F E I E E A H H B D I

Hugo reduces the overall processing time by 12.42% (Queue 3) and 11.14% (Queue 4) compared to the baseline round-robin

scheduler. The resource utilization is increased for both queues and for all monitored resources between 0.5 and 6.2 percentage

points.

4.3 Hugo*: Integrating bounded waiting as additional scheduling constraint

In practice, there are other requirements for scheduling beyond resource utilization and throughput. Examples of these are fairness

among users and priorities with particularly critical jobs. Hugo* is an extension of Hugo that integrates a mechanism to balance wait-

ing times and prevent job starvation. As explained, when a job group is chosen as the next one to be scheduled, Hugo randomly

chooses among the currently waiting jobs of that group with equal probabilities. To balance waiting times the choosing probabilities

can be modified by the waiting times, in Hugo*, the probabilities of choosing a job a within the chosen job group G is subsequently

calculated by

𝜋a =
wa∑
i∈G wi

,

where wi is the waiting time of job i.

The above usage of job waiting time only takes effect if the job group is eventually selected to schedule next. However, if the co-location goodness

preference of the job group itself is low compared to most of the other job groups, the jobs in that group are still at risk of not getting selected. We

therefore further define the global parameter waiting limit for the scheduler. When a job's waiting time reaches this limit, it is scheduled regardless

of the co-location preferences. In case of multiple jobs with waiting times above the limit, one of them is chosen with probabilities according to the

waiting time using the formula as above.
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4.3.1 Evaluation

We evaluate how effective Hugo* deals with job queues where jobs have different waiting times. The preference input data for this evaluation is the

output of the second experiment in Section 4.2.3. The job queue used is the same randomized job queue 3 from the third experiment of the evaluation

of Hugo. However, in contrast to these experiments, the whole queue is not known to the scheduler right away. Instead, jobs join the queue after

every scheduling round. We look at two arrival patterns. With constant arrival rate (CAR), a single job is added to the queue after every scheduling

round. With arbitrary arrival rate (AAR), 1 to 3 new jobs are added to the queue after every scheduling round. The exact amount of jobs added to

the queue follows a probability distribution where the probability of adding 1, 2, or 3 jobs equals 60%, 20%, and 20%, respectively.

Results

Hugo is faster than the baseline (round-robin) for every constellation. With CAR the total duration is 145 minutes 44 seconds, which is a reduction

by 10.73%. With AAR, Hugo* performs worse with a total duration of 154 minutes 29 seconds, reducing the duration by 5.37%. The reason being

that a trade-off has to be made between job starvation and efficient job order.

Figure 2 shows how the waiting time is distributed with Hugo and Hugo*. For Hugo there is a significantly higher number of jobs with or

exceeding the waiting time limit of 20. Hugo*, on the other hand, is able to successfully reduce the amount of jobs exceeding the waiting time limit.

However, since Hugo* gives jobs that are waiting longer than the global limit the highest preference, the schedules exhibit less optimal co-locations,

reflected in longer total running time.

5 RELATED WORK

In this section we present related work on scheduling distributed data-parallel workloads based on their resource utilization and interference.

Table 7 provides an overview, classifying the related work in terms of cluster infrastructure, target workload, main objective, and the used

method.

Paragon27 profiles incoming jobs and matches them with jobs that are similar with regard to the impact of different hardware and interference

with co-located workloads. Paragon then assigns jobs to available resources using its classes of similar jobs and collaborative filtering, aiming to

minimize interference and maximize resource utilization. In comparison, our approach specifically targets distributed data-parallel jobs and employs

more resource utilization metrics for its co-location goodness.

F I G U R E 2 Comparison of job waiting times between the Hugo and the Hugo* scheduler

TA B L E 7 Overview over the related work on scheduling cluster workloads based on resource utilization and interference

Cluster Workload Objective Method

Paragon27 Heterogeneous Mixed with QoS targets Meeting QoS targets Collaborative filtering

Quasar18 Heterogeneous Mixed with performance constraints Resource utilization Collaborative filtering

Gemini11 Homogeneous Data-parallel Makespan and fairness Regression

DeepRM28 Homogeneous Multi-resource Average job speedup Deep reinforcement learning

Decima29 Homogeneous Multi-stage data-parallel Makespan Deep reinforcement learning

OASiS17 Homogeneous Data-parallel ML Overall job utility Primal-dual optimization

SCARL30 Heterogeneous Mixed Average job speedup Deep reinforcement learning
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Quasar18 uses classification to assess the impact of resources and interference with co-located workloads when scheduling jobs. It takes per-

formance requirements of users into account, monitors job performance at runtime, and adjusts models and allocations dynamically. Quasar does

assume full control over both resource allocation and assignment, while our scope is only scheduling of distributed data-parallel jobs.

Gemini11 uses a model that captures the tradeoff between performance improvement and fairness loss for jobs scheduled in shared clusters. The

model quantifies the complementarity in the resource demands of jobs and is trained on historic workload data. Gemini then decides automatically

whether the fairness loss of a computed schedule is valid under a user's setting of required fairness in relation to Dominant Resource Fairness. In

comparison, we use a reinforcement learning algorithm, groups of jobs, and only provide bounded waiting times as an option related to fairness.

DeepRM28 is a scheduler that relies on deep reinforcement learning. The scheduler models the state of a cluster system, taking into account the

already allocated resources along with resource profiles for the queued jobs. It then uses a neural network to obtain a probability distribution over all

possible scheduling actions, using the rewards obtained after every action to update the parameters of the neural network. In comparison, DeepRM

is a generic reinforcement learning framework for job scheduling, whereas our schedulers particularly target job co-location effects. Consequently,

DeepRM might require more training effort.

Similar to DeepRM, Decima29 also uses reinforcement learning along with a neural network for job scheduling. The system focuses on dataflow

jobs that are described as directed acyclic graphs. Decima does not only perform scheduling, but also learns job parameters such as task parallelism.

In comparison, we do not make assumptions about a job's structure beyond it being a data-parallel distributed job and also do not assume control

over configuration options such as task parallelism.

OASiS17 is an algorithm for scheduling asynchronous data-parallel machine learning workloads that follow the parameter server architecture. It

computes an optimized job schedule upon arrival of each job, incorporating the projected resource availability and also performing admission control

based on a job's utility compared to its resource consumption, using a primal-dual framework for the optimization problem. OASiS dynamically

adjusts the level of data-parallelism both for workers and parameter servers with its schedules. In comparison to our schedulers, OASiS focuses

explicitly on distributed model training, assumes control over job admission, and does not learn interference patterns.

SCARL30 is a scheduler that assigns cluster jobs with diverse resource requirements onto heterogeneous cluster nodes. SCARL first selects jobs

and then assigns the selected jobs to cluster resources. For this, it uses that uses deep reinforcement learning and attentive embedding to be able to

deal with dynamically changing cluster environments. Aside of the differences in methods, our scheduler target data-parallel distributed processing

workloads in homogeneous cluster environments.

6 CONCLUSION

In this article we presented our approach for scheduling complementary distributed data-parallel processing jobs on shared cluster resources and

our evaluation of this idea with the scheduler prototypes Mary, Hugo, and Hugo*. All our schedulers use a measure of co-location goodness and

a reinforcement learning algorithm to learn over time which combinations of recurring jobs best utilize shared resources. They select among the

queued jobs using learned job preferences, aiming to choose jobs to schedule next that complement the jobs already running on the shared cluster

resources. While Mary learns which combinations of specific jobs yield high resource utilization and low interference, Hugo and Hugo* learn prefer-

ences not for single jobs but for groups of jobs with similar resource usage. This way, Hugo and Hugo* efficiently generalize from specific monitored

job combinations and co-locate even new jobs effectively. In comparison to Hugo, Hugo* takes waiting times into account, giving priority to jobs that

waited exceedingly long. We implemented the scheduler prototypes as job submission tools for YARN and used workloads consisting of exemplary

Flink and Spark jobs to demonstrate that our scheduling approach can be used to reduce makespan by up to 12.5%, while resource utilization is

increased and job waiting times can be bounded.

In the future, we want to investigate the effects of more fine-grained resource metrics when using an otherwise high-level approach that relies

on job groups and reinforcement learning. We also plan to further explore the tradeoffs between the efficiency and fairness.
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